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Abstract (en)
A sanitary pull-film pad device for toilet includes a locking peg fixed on front side of toilet bowl, a pull-film pad cover fixed on underside of toilet lid
and a number of pull-film pads mounted on the pull-film pad cover. A hollow rope channel is provided at the outer periphery of each pull-film pad.
A rope is extended in the hollow rope channel. Two ends of the rope are extended outside from the two ends of hollow rope channel, whereas the
middle end of rope is extended outside from middle opening of hollow rope channel and becomes a knot which may be fixed on the locking peg.
The pull-film pad cover comprises a loop plate whose contour is the same as the pull-film pad, an outside edge along outer edge extended along the
outside of loop plate and an inside circle extended along inside of loop plate. <IMAGE>
A pull-film pad cover is fixed on the internal surface of a toilet lid, and pull-film pads are mounted on the pull film pad cover. A hollow rope channel
is formed at the out periphery of each pull-film pad. Two ends of the rope extend out from the two ends of the hollow channel, and the middle of the
rope extends from the middle opening of the hollow channel and becomes a rope knot which may be fixed on the locking seat which is fixed on the
front of the toilet. The pull-film pad cover comprises a loop plate of the same shape as the pull-film pad, where an outside edge extend along the
outside of the loop plate and an inside circle extends along the inside of the loop plate.
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